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©maqa me~ical cCoIIege,
211e~ical Department Unioersitu of Q)maqa.
The Eighteenth Annual Course of Lectures will begin Oct. 1st, 1898, and continue seven months.
Instruction will be given in the following branches:
Anatomy, Phvsiology, Chemistry, Histology,
Biology and Embryology. Materia Medica and Therapeutics. Practice, Obstretrics, Surgery, Diseases of
Children, Medical Jurisprudence, N eurology, Ophthalmology and Otology, Laryngology and Rhinology,
Gynrecology, Dermatology, Venereal D iseases. Pathology and Bacteriology.
Laboratory Courses at this College in Urinary Analysis , Chemistry, Histology, Pathology and Bacteriology, and Practical Work in Physical Diagnosis, Surgery, Practical Surgery and Practical Anatomy,
and Demonstrative Obstetrics, are now included in the curriculum.
Th e instruction is given by scholastic and clinical lectures. by recitations, and by practical manipulations by the student. The clinical advantages are in many respects unsurpassed.
Four years' course is now required.
For further par ticul ars, address the Secretary,

WILLSON O. BRIDGES, M. D., 1613 Douglas St., OMAHA.

MODERN

MEDICINE .

THE MODERN PHYSICIAN wh en brought face to face with the most obscure and
1Uncommon manifestations of disease is able to de termine and treat these symptoms with
.much more intelligence than did bis predecessors of twenty or thirty years ago. Diagnosis
:is in m my instances an absolute certainty now, where once it was mere guesswork. Credit
:for much of this must be given to the sciences of Chemistry and Bacteriology. So in the
trea tment of disease many new and valuable Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals are at the
,command of the practitioner, and it is unly fair to him that when a remedy is in his opinion,
indica ted, that remedy should at a ll cost be provided . Our stock in the line of
~a.re :r:>r-u..;s a.iid. Cl::J..e:n:iica.1&

is so complete that we rarely have a requisition for a nything not in stock. Parties having
prescriptions which they cannot get compounded, should send them to us, as we are uniformJy successful in giving satisfaction . We append a few of the more uncommon articles.
:Acid Titanic
.Acid Cam phoric
.Acid Trich lor Ace tic
Acid Picric
Acid Chrysophanic
Acid Sulphanilic
Argentamin

Amido
Amylene-Hydrate
Alpha Naphthol
Ammonol
Alumnol
Ararobae
Apolysin
Argon in
Aluminium Chlo ride

Agaricin
Beto!
Ben.zoso l
Blennostas ine
Bromoform
Chloralose
Cobalt Chloride
Chromium Chloride
Croton Chloral
Cadmium Sulphate
Cadmium Iodide

Glu t ol
Gladu ol
Haemalbumin
Hypna
Iatrol
Losophau
Loretin
Lycetol
Metol
Nuclein (Solution)
Phenocoll
Diuretin
Pyoktanni11
Exalgiu
Phen olphtalein
Eikonog-en
Pyridine
Ethyl Chloride (Conrad's)Phenalg- ine

Piperazin
Peptone (Meat)
Salitonia
Sil v er Citrate
Suero!
Tannigeu
'l'riphenin
Trypsalin
'Thiol
Tannalbin (Knoll)
Thalline Sulphate
Urotropine
Uranium Nitrate
Vasogen (Iodine>
Vasogen (lodoform)

For the Relief and Support of Varicose Veins, Weak
Swollen or Ulcerated Limbs, Corpulency, Abdominal Weakness and Tumors.
Heavy-weig-ht Silk Elastic Goods sent unless
othe, wise Specified on Order.

GOODS lUA])E 1'0 ORDER ON SHORT NOTICE,
Directions for MeasurP1nen ·-Which should be taken in the morni nil be fore rising. The Measurement of Length is Essential.
Give the exact measurement. We allow for Expansion.
All measurements for L e ngth should be taken on inside of limb.

For a Thigh Stocking, (to reach from A to !)-Circumference
at A.B.C,D,E,F,G , H , I. Length from floor to F, andFtoI.

For a Thigh Legging, (to reach from C to !)-Circumference
at C,D,E.F,G,H,I.

Length from C to F, and from F to I.

For a 'fhigh Knee-cap, (lo reach from F to !) - Circumference
at E , F , G, H, I.

Length from F to I

For a Thigh-Piece, (to reach from G to !) - Circumference at
G , H , I.

Length from G to I.

For a Knee Stocking, (to reach from A to G)-Circumference
at A. B.C , D ,E, F,G. Length from fl oor to F, and from F to G.

}'or a Knee Legging, (to reach from C to G)-Circumference
at C,D,E F G.

Length from C to F and from F to G.

}'or a Knee-Cap, (to reach from E to G)-Circumference at
E, F, G.

Length from E to F. and from F to G.

For a Garter Stocking, (to reach from A to E)-Circumference at A. B , C, D. E .

Length from floor to E .

For a W1rter Legging, (to reach fr om C to E )-Circumference at C, D, E .

L ength from C tn E .

For an Anklet, (to r each from A to C)-Circumference at A,
B, C.

Length from flo or to C.

For a Wristlet, (to re ~c h from N to P)-Circumference at
N. 0. P .

Length from N to P .

}'or an Abrlominal Relt.- Circumference at K, L, M. Depth
a t front and back

}'or au Umbilical Belt.-Circumference at the navel.
For a Shoulder Cap. - Circumference from Axilla T over opposite shoulder at R. Arm from Axilla to S, and Axilla to
R. Arm three inches below Axilla.
ThPse ~tocking~ can be ,vashed as often as requirPd wifh
CMsti le soa.p and \.Vater. a!', ,varm as you can hold your hand in.
Dry in Ute house. Do not 11ut Flat Iron on them. Do not hang
in the i;nn. Grease will spoil rubber.

SHERMAN & McCONNELL DRUG CO.,

1513 Dodge Street, OMAHA.
(rliddle of Block.)

AUGUST F. JONAS, M. D.
Professor of Clinical and Orthopedic Surgery, Omaha Medical College.
Surgeon in Chief Union Pacific Railway System.
Surgeon in Chief Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railway.
Surgeon to Douglas County and Methodist Hospitals.
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CHIEF SURGEON ONION PACIFIC RAILWAY.
It is with mingled feelings of pride and satisfaction that THK
PULSE notes the appointment of Dr. A. F . Jonas to the chief surgeonship of the reorganized Union Pacific Railway system. In,
his selection fo r this important positio n Presi.de nt Burt has mani-fested that same foresight and knowledge of human nature which,
has characterized his official railway life. The selection stands out
all the more prominently, when it is remembered that the average
railroad surgeon, even of the larger systems, is Iar below his competitors in point of education, ability, operative skill and professional standing. That the a ppointmen t was made unsolicited, is.
all the mo re creditable both to President Burt and Professo r Jonas.
THE PULSE bespeaks for the r eorganized Med ical Department of
'the U nion Pacific sys tem that same degree of efficiency in p rofessional and executive management, which in o th e r departments is
rapidly t ransforming a bankrupt railroad into a splendid property.
It also ex tends to Professor Jonas hearty congra tulations, kn owing.
full well that success in his newly added field of work is assured.
The alum ni and friend s of the OMAHA MEDICAL COLLEGE have just
r eason to be pleased with the new relatio n. W ith a professor in
its faculty at the head of the medical department of one great rail- .
ro ad sys tem, and a n alumnus as chief surgeo n of another, the
OMAHA M EDICAL can still h old its pennant whe re it may b e seen,
gu id ing its progress upward a nd onward .
Professor A. F. Jon as is in his fortieth year and was born at
Arlington, Wis. His early education was acquired at Madison,
and h e grad ua ted in medicine a nd surgery from the Ludwig-Maximillian Un ive rsity at Munich, having studied one year in Halle
and o ne and one-half year s in Vienna, Paris and Munich. He
then returned to Madison, Wis., where h e practiced until his removal to Omaha in June, 1887. I n Apr il, 1892 he was elected
Professo r of Clinical Surgery in the OMAHA MEDICAL COLLEGE,
succeeqing Dr. J oseph Neville both in the faculty and upon the
Board of Trustees. Dr. Jon as has been a frequent contributor to

.,
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medical journals, is an active member of th e Omaha Medical Society,
The Missouri Valley Medical Society, both of which he has served
as president ; The Neb ras ka State lVIedical Society, The American
Medical Assoc iation and The vVestern Assoc ia tion of Surgeons
and Gynecologists. As a surgeon he is profound, as an operator
skillful, as a teacher methodical and painstaking, and both in his
professional and private life, upright and h onorable always.

PERITONEAL TUBERCULOSIS.
B y CHARf,ES

C.

ALLISON,

M. D.

Surgeon Presbylerian Hospital, etc.

With our increased knowledge of the clinical features of tubercular peritonitis, we are better able to account for many cases of
"disappearing tumors.''
The utility of the operative treatment had a purely accidental
origin, but the reason for i mprovement in so large a per cent of
cases is not yet definitely determined, and contributions upon this
subject based upon clinical experience are worthy of record. The
pathological and the clinical features of this trouble have led Aldiber t
(these de Paris '92) to name the following varieties: the ascitic-,
the fibrous, and the ulcerative or caseating.
The ascitic form includes that class of cases in which there is a
ge neral or e ncysted accumulation of fluid, usually straw colored,
in the peritoneal cavity, and in which the peritoneum is th ickly
studded with gray, tubercular granulations. The ascitic development is usually comparatively rapid, while in t he second or fibrous
type the process is less in evidence, subjectively, the viscereal
organs being more or less extensively matted toge t her by a fibri n oplastic exudate, presenting nodular masses, accompanied, as a rule,
by a small quantity of blood-stained peritoneal exudate. This
form may run a very chronic course without notewor t hy emaciation , unaccompanied, it may be, by personal or hereditary tubercular tendencies , and is difficult of differentiation. Microscopically
the nodular deposits may strongly resemble malignant disease.
Many such cases are reported where our best physicians have been
in e rror, and what was apparently a hope less case of malignant
abdominal growth has disappeared after an exploratory examination (Annals of Surgery, volume 30, No. 5, page 750).
The thi rd or ulcerative form really represents a late stage of
the other types of this disease, especially of the fibrino-plas ti c
variety in which, instead of nature's a t tempt toward. fibrillation
and spontaneo us recove ry, a cas·e ation occurs and tubercular ab -
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scesses develop. In the ol)scnre cases great difficulty is encountered in eliminating malignant disease and leuetic deposits . In
tubercular changes the family and personal history are to be considered, the clinical history may run a longer course than that of
malignant disease; enlargement of the lymphatic glands is apt to
present, and the temperature is apt to be st1bnormal in the morning, with an evening accerbation, as is the rule in most tubercular
expressions. In syphilitic disease the glandular system, the skin
and the bones will show evidences of trouble, and the blood examination will reveal a characteristic lymphocytosis and esinophilia.
In malignant disease the flexures are most liable to involvement,
and the infiltration will probably be annular.
TREATMENT.

Experienced observers are in accord in ascribing that operative
treatment is the only rational measure to be employed in the management of tubercular peritonitis; hygiene and medicinal agents are
of value only as supplementary measures. Abbe,Aldibert and G regg
Smith place the mortality from the operation in unselected cases a t
3 per cent, and the recove ries at 72 per cent, one-half of which
may be ex pected to survive to the us u al expectancy of life, w hile
the other half may develop tnberculosis in some o ther part of t he
body. The most conservative write rs will place the per cent of
reco very above 65, by which they mean tha t their "traced cases"
do not show evidences of peritoneal tuberculosis after the reasonable period of three years.
Some conte ntion exists as to the w isdom of drainage, but t he
inclination of most rece nt observers is against this measure. Parker
Sym s, W. W. Keene and Carl Beck suppo rt this line of treatme nt,
a nd the best tabulated and authentic r ecords s ustain their views.
On the other band, however, Robert Abbe , Charles McBurney a nd
Gregg Smith fa vor dra inage, offering as evidence good results,
supported by very considerable experience.
In v iew of the fact th at we have to deal w ith three d istinc t
types or stages of th is disease, it would seem th a t we may soon
reach a n analy tical pos ition in the solution of this problem, a nd
vary the technique wi th the clinical and pathological conditions as
revealed at the operation. In an ascitic case, with rapid accumuation, we would favor saline irrigation and drainage, while in a
fi bri no-plastic tubercular inflammation of a s ub-acute or chron ic
type, we would not feel justified by adding any impediment to the
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future integrity of the abdominal wall, as is the case where drainage is employed. Should we find on exploration, however, that
ulcerative processes and caseation had developed, we would favor
evacuation, careful cleansing and provide for good drainage. No
absolute rule, therefore, can be given which will act as a safe guide
to the operator, the intra-abdominal conditions alone will suggest
the course to be followed. The theories advanced in accounting
for the unexpected recoveries by the earlier operators were that
sunlight, or air, or chemical disinfectants, were the agents which
· 1ed to improvement; but at the present time these reasons are
not seriously considered. Circulatory improvement and better
nutrition following the relief of tension, increased phagecytosis resulting from the operation, or a tox albumen following bacterial
invasion are more reasonable theories, while cases of accidental infec tion (Smith, page II65) seem to recover in a surprising manner.
This latter argument, it might be mentioned, has an analogy in the
undoubted disappearance of some cases of malignant disease after
sharp septic infection (Wyeth Medical Record, '97). "No case,"
says Abbe, "need be regarded as hopeless." (Annals of Sutgery,
volume 30, No. 5.) And this with the probable fact t hat in our
own time, and very likely by ou r younger men, additio nal data
will be added to our present information and exact rules laid d own
for the more complete conq uest of this serious disease.

THE UNITED STATES MARINE-HOSPITAL
SERVICE.
GEORGE R. GILBERT, M . D . , '96.

Under the control of the United S tates g overnment there are
three organized corps of surgeons or medical officers, viz.: The
Marine-Hospital Service, the Medical Department of the Army,
and the Bureau of Medicine a nd Surgery of the Navy. The fi rst
mentioned, as distinguished from the o thers, instead of being a department of a service is a service of itself.
The Marine-Hospital Service is maintained b y an annual appropriation by the treas ury department from tonnage dues collected
from foreign vessels entering our ports. The service as primarily
intended when established, in 1798, attends to the needs of all sick
and disabled seamen serving on all merchant vessels carrying the
American flag . This includes not only etnployes of Un ited State S-
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revenue cutters, United States life-saving service and United States
light-house service, but also all male and female employes on ferry
boats, ocean steamships, tugs, barges and sailing vessels bringing,
as they do, their sick and injured from all parts of the world and
all parts of our coast. The service conducts physical examinations,
including vision and color sense of applicants for positions of pilots,
masters and seamen of the revenue cutters, and of pilots of all
merchant vessels. The surfmen. of the life-saving crews are examined frequently for en trance and re-enlistment owing to the
hardships they undergo. Yacht owners desiring to pilot their own
vessels are examined for vision and color sense. For all this work
the service has established hospitals, dispensaries and quarantine
stations in the most important lake, river and sea ports. The
la rgest and busiest station is in New York, where about 5,000 patients
are received and treated each year. The other largest hospitals are
at Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, New Orleans and Baltimore.
The hospitals and quarantine stations extend all the ·way from
Portland, Me.; Key West and Mobile, to Port Townsend, Wash.,
and ~p the rivers and on the lakes, as Louisville, Evansville, Ind. ,
St. Louis, Buffalo, Detroit, Cincinnati, etc. These hospitals and
dispensaries are provided with the best medical and surgical appliances obtainable, and are in charge of competent and able physicians
a nd surgeons .
The patients present all the diseases in the nomenclature, and
all va rieties of each, coming as they do, not only from • local ports,
but from Cuba, South America, India, New Zealand, Europe, etc.
Quarantine stations are at or near the largest shipping centers and
inspect all vessels, detaining and disinfecting those from infected
ports. For this work the service owns several steam vessels as
disinfecting a nd boarding boats. The old U nited States steamship
Oroaha , formerly in the United States navy, is now used for that
purpose at San Francisco quarantine .
The Marine-Hospital Service is proud of its hygienic laboratory
in Washington. H ere special examinations of various pathological
specimens sent in by officers are carried on. Original investigations are in progress all the time, and yellow fever germs, monkeys
and Guinea pigs are quite numerous. Their centrifugal machines are
run by electricity ,and the laboratory is quite a busy place. Officers of
the service are detailed here for instruction. During any epidemic the
Marine-Hospital Service details various medical officers to the in•
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fected districts to erect and maintain detention and quarantine
camps and hospitals for refugees, suspects and patients. They also
inspect railways and vessels arriving and departing. To briefly
present an idea of the pleasures of such a detail, we hope the following will suffice:
One surgeon ordered to report at a town in Alabama reached
his destination to find all of the suspicious inhabitants armed to the
teeth, who politely requested everybody to remain on the train .
Our hero thought discretion better than valor, and traversed the
state before he could leave the train to return to his starting point
to report for further orders. Needless to say, he was subjected to
no court martial. Another officer for similar"prophylactic" reasons
spent a few days and nights living in a box car in a swamp in
Mississippi before he could pass neighboring towns. Another duty
of the Marine-Hospital surgeons is the medical inspection of
immigrants at such large ports as New York, Philadelphia, New
Orleans and San Francisco. All immigrants suffering from serious
deformities, old age, favus, trachoma, pregnancy and anything
else detected are either returned to their own country or treated at
the port of entry at the steamship company's expense until recovery,
and then allowed to land to become United States citizens. As
several hundred immigrants arrive each day at any one port, many
are detained on account of physical or mental defects, observed by
the quick and well trained eyes of the inspectors, who can size up
several people at one quick glance, as they come single file, loaded
down with baggage and children. The age, stature, gait, teeth,
eyes, hair, hands and feet are noticed at one hurried glance, the
children's heads and necks are uncovered for an instant and at the
same time an eye is kept on those coming immediately after. The
inspections are very thorough, brief and efficient.
The Marine-Hospital Service is comman<led by a Supervising
Surgeon General, assisted by several other Surgeons at the burea11
in Washington. A Surgeon is the commanding officer of nearly
all stations. Next in command are Passed Assistant Surgeons ,
Assistant Surgeons and Internes, There are also Acting Assistant
Surgeons temporarily appointed at stations. The usual staff of a
hospital consists of a surgeon, a passed assistant · surgeon, one or
two assistant surgeons, one to three internes, besides two hospital
stewards. The various hospital attendants are classed as clerks,
messengers, nurses, ambulance drivers, engineers, cooks, etc.
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Frequent inspections and fire drills, etc., maintain a standard of
efficiency.
The work of the Marine-Hospital Service comes so little in
contact with the majority of people, especially those in the interio r
that it is but little known about. The officers are always detailed to attend and report large medical organization meetings here
and abroad, and as the duties are varied, the pay large and the
uniforms comfortable, the service is desirable to those disliking
private practice.

/

THE OMAHA MEDICAL. AHEAD.
OMAHA, Neb., March 19, 1898.
To the editor of the Western Medical Review : In your issue of
March 15 you state that a Chinaman now studying in Rush Medical College will be the first of bis race to graduate in regular medicine in this country. This is an error which I hope you will correct.
Even if the aforesaid Chinaman will graduate the present session ,
he will be one year late to claim priority, for Chung Chi Chan of
Canton, China, graduated from the Omaha Medical College in
April, 1897, after attendance upon three courses of lectures, with a
preliminary education acquired in the University of Omaha. He
attained markings in his medical examinations which rated him
above the average of bis class, and passed the following summer in
post graduate work in San Francisco. He bas recently departed
for Canton, China, where be expects to (as he stated to the writer)
"Practice his profession and assist in educating his people toward
a higher civilization."
W. 0 . BRIDGES, M. D.
[The above was taken from the April number of the Western Medica.J Review]

A TRIP TO THE WEST
is not complete unless it embraces a journey over the Colorado
Midland railway, which begins at Denver and carries the tourist
through Colorado Springs, past Pike's Peak, through the famous
Ute Pass, the most prominent spot in the history of Colorado, into
the Cripple Creek District, through the beautiful Buena Vista
meadows, past Mounts Harvard, Princeton and Yale, through
Leadville, the most famous mining camp in the world, over Hagerman Pass, the highest mountain defile used by a railroad, r r ,528
feet, and also affords tourists an opportunity to visit Glenwood
Springs, a very noted health resort. Write to W. F. Bailey, general passenger agent, Colorado Midland railway, Denver, for -descriptive matter of this wonderful mountain road.

<

Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition.
Omaha, Jun e to November, 1898.

ARCH OF THE STATES.
The Arch of the States forms the grand entl'ance to the Exposition. It
is f-lanked upon either side by exedras which advance in semi-cit-oles pal'tially embracing· the plaza before the Arch. In these exedras are the main
ticket offices. The Arch itself is fifty feet wide, twenty-five feet deep, and
sixty-eight feet to the top of its parapet. It is in the form of a triumphal
arch, the opening being twenty feet wide and thirty-five feet high to the
keystone.
:Strong, simple abutments are upon either side, assisting the arch to
carry an extremely rich and bt·oad frieze consisting· of a double arcade of
twenty-four arches containing shields decorated in color with the coat of
arms of the Trans-Mississippi States. This frieze will be repeated upon the
other side of the arch, while upon the ends the coat of arms of the remaining states of the Union will be displayed. Above the broad frieze will be a
band co ntaining a panel with the inscription "Arch of the States" and a
richly decorated cornice, with dentils and acroteria.
The whole is surmoun ted by a high parapet, at the center of which upon
either side will be a large shield of the arms of the Un ited States surmounted by a golden eagle and youths as supporters, each holding a mast for the
national colors. The Arch will be of ston e, to commemorate th e Exposition
and to form the future entrance to Kountze Park. It was designed by
Messrs. Walker and Kimball, Supervising Architects.
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Ecliterial.
With this issue the publication of Tm>: PULSE will cease, as
formerly announced, until the beginning of the fall session, and we
take this opportunity of thanking the faculty, alumni and students
for the loyal support they have given these first two issues. T HE
PULSE has succeeded far beyond ·o ur anticipations, and we have
now the names of nearly 90 per cent of the students on our subscription books, an accomplishment of which, we believe, no other
college journal can boast. Our readers may be assured that THE
PULSE is a permanent publication, and that no pains will be spared
in keeping it up to the statidard of the best journals.

** *

Another school yea~, perhaps the most successful in the history
of the Omaha Medical, is now ended.
The work of faculty and students h as been harmonious during
the entire course, and will compare very favorably, we are sure,
with that of the more pretentious Eastern schools.
THE P U LSE predicts for the recent graduates success, and extends to the new students of next year a most hearty welcome.
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We have received the announcement of the University of
Omaha's first annual year book, which will be named Purple and
Gold, and will be edited and published at Bellevue, Neb. The
editorial staff is as follows: May W. Nicholl, editor-in-chief; Elizabeth Waugh, associate editor; Alice M . Stoddard, literary editor;
W. H. Kerr, business manager; Charles H. Adams, assistant
business manager.
The book will contain about one hundred and fifty pages, profusely illustrated with "half tones," sketches and drawings. A
full history of the growth and development of the university will
be given ; also many articles of student wit and humor and many
other valuable features, which we have not space to mention. It
will be sold at the low price of 75 cents, which will about cover
cost of publication.
Purple and Gold des ires the support of the student body,
a lumni and friends of Omaha's university.
THE PULSE gives to the enterprise its mos t hearty support
and co-operation .

* *

* as professor of chemistry has
Prof. A. C . Stokes, whose work
given s uch emi nent satisfaction to all concerned, left for Chicago
last week. He will attend the spring course of lectures at the
College of Physcians and Surgeons .
Prof. Stokes has been elected permanently to the chair of
chemistry in the Omaha Medical College, and has promised for us,
next year, a paper on some inter esting subject of chemical research .
* *

Two "half tones" grace our *pages this month. One of Dr. A.
F . Jonas , recently appointed surgeon-in-chief of the Union Pacific,
and one of the faculty and graduating class of '98.
Extra copies of class pictures will be mailed to those, desiring
them, at 5 cents per copy.
·

* *

*
As THE PULSE was not represented
at the Commencement
exercises and alumni banquet, our readers will appreciate the
necessity of our giving, second hand, the write-up of a more
favored reporter. We q uote, on another page, from the Omaha
Bee of April 23.

.,, *
*

Dr. J. B, Summers, Jr. , has been appoint ed a member of the
board of m~dical examiners for state troops, by Gov. Holcomb .

A1nin tJ i Oepart me tJ L
DR. GEORGE BICKX E LL,

Editor.

Dr. Harry Cunningham, '97, is practicing at Salem, Ill.
Dr. Alfred H akanson, class of '90 , is located in in South
Chicago, Ill.
Dr. H. G. Wiese, class of '86, bas r ecentl y been appointed
coun ty physician for Douglas county.
Dr. Armstrong, class of '94, bas removed from Mineola, Ia. to
Papillion, Neb., succeeding Dr. Beale.
Dr. C. C. Crawl, class of '96, of Randolph, Neb., b as been
severely ill the past month, but is now convalescing.
Dr. Edson L. Bridges, class of '96, is located in Wausa, Neb.,
whe re be is enj oying the advantages of a country practice.
Dr. J osep b LePard, class of '95, is now located at Murray, Idaho, where he is practici!'lg medicine and running a drug store.
Dr. Mille r , class of '88 , of Gering, Neb., is now in th e city
awaiting the recovery of bis child after an operation for empyema .
Dr. Frederick Beale, class of ' 94, has removed from Papillion
to S pringfield, Neb., where he is associated in practice with Dr.
Hamilton.
Dr. T. P. Livingston, class of '85, is among o ur new subscribers. The Doctor is Chief Surgeon of the B. & M. Railway in
Nebraska, and a prominent general practitioner in this part of the
country.
Dr. Mary L. Tinley, of Council Bluffs, w ho carried away the
honors of the gradu ating class in ' 95 asks to be put upon the su bscription list of THE P ULSE, and tenders her services as an ac tive
sup porter of the new organ of the 0. M. C.
I n another column appears an interesting account of the Marine Hospital service written by Dr. George Gilber t , class of '96.
The Doctor has just returned from the Marine Hospital in :New
York where he has been doing clinical work fo r over a year and a
half.
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Dr. Ella P. Sumner, class of '95, who is located at Bloomington, Neb., was in the city recently with a case for operation .
The Doctor's husband is one of the best practitioners in that
part of Nebraska , and from all reports they are about the whole
thing in a medieal way out there.
Dr. Leonard R. McIntyre, class of '97, is located in Del Rey,
Illinois. This town is about 90 miles south of Chicago and in a
very rich agricultural district . The Doctor has no competition in
his own town, aud as be bas had extensive hospital practice, we
predict for him a large measure of success.
Dr. G. V . Ellis, of Akron, Ia ., subscribes for THE PULSE and
says he is a graduate of the first class sent out by the O. M. C.
which was in 1882. \Ve extend a hearty welcome to the older
graduates and are glad to learn that they have the same pride in
the College and its wonderful progress that we of a younger generation have.
Dr. C. C. Dietz, class of '97, is located in Carson, Ia. He
reports the case of a child four days old which was given only one
drop of Tinct. opii (according to the mother's story) and died
shortly with all signs of opium poisoning. He says collections are
poor and competition sharp notwithstanding which, be is making
a living and is happy.
The 0. M. C. Alumni are fast becoming like Great Britain's
possessions upon which the sun never sets. \Ve have one in
Germany; one in Canton, China; and one in Equador. If the
Spanish-American unpleasantness assumes the proportions which
it seems liable to do, we shall no doubt have a few represe ntatives
in Cuba and the U . S. Navy soon.
Dr. Schuyler C. Borom writes in from Chapman, Neb., giving
an account in picturesque and masterly Englisll of his trials and
successes. He congratulated himself upon being the possessor of
a whole dollar which he seu t us at once after seeing the first issue
of T HE P ULSE. We believe that this heroic example of self-denial
is worthy of emulation by all Alumni who are so fortunate as to
have a dollar.
Dr. S. E. Leard writes in from Livingston, Mont. H e is well
pleased with his present location and thinks Montana the best
state in the Union for a physician. It may be of interest to those
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who are thinking of locating in that state to know that in October,
1898, the last State Board examination for three year men will
occur. Those graduating later than '98 must give evidence of having had four years of lectures.
The Alumni Association of the Omaha Medical College met
in the college building April 22nd. The number of Alumni present
was not large, but unusual interest was shown by the grad uating
class, all but one member being present for initiation into the association. Dr. Harry B. Lemere, who took first honors in the class
of '98 , was elected president for the ensuing year. Dr. R. E.
Wright, '98, was elected first vice president.
Dr. Geo. Ireland
was elected second vice president. No changes were made in th e
offices of treasurer and secretary held respectively by Dr. Mary L.
Tinley of Council Bluffs and Dr. Geo. Mogridge of Glenwood, Ia.
\Ve are proud of the class of '98 and hope that many of them may
locate close enough to Omaha to meet ,vitb. us once a year. All
m embers of this class are urgently requested to advise the Secretary
of their whereabouts when they become permanently located.
Those who ha ve responded have located as follows: Dr. R.
E. Wright. Bern, Kas.; Dr. J. S. Livingston, Plattsmouth, Neb.;
Dr. L. S. Fitch, Omaha; Drs. \V. W. Frank and D. J. Smith,
Rising City, Neb.; Dr. S. H. Smith , roth and Pacific Sts., Omaha ;
Dr. E. R. Porter, Omah a; Dr. R. B. Mullins, Oconto. Neb . ; Dr.
E. A. Wey muller, Interne, Methodist Hospital, City; Dr. R. C.
Knode, Interne, Presb y terian Hospital, City; Dr. S. A . Campbell,
Assistant Surgeon Tra n s-Mi ssissippi Exposition; Dr. W. J. Pinkerton, North Platte , Neb.; Dr. N. L. Clark, Omaha; Dr. H. A. Fulton, Omaha.

MEDICAL EXCURSION IN JVNE.
DENVER TO SALT LAKE CITY.
The medical excursion in June will leave Denver for Salt Lake
City- the Zion of the new world-on the last clay of the meeting
and the two successive days via the Rio Graude Western railway
in connection with the Denver & Rio Grande and Colorado Midland
lines . The rate will be b ut $ 18 for the round trip, offering a tri p
of 1 , 500 miles throu gh the Rocky a nd Wasatch Mountains. No
European trip of equal length can compare with it in grandeur or
wealth of novel interest. Salt Lake C ity and vicinity is one grand
sanitarium. The great Salt Lake or Dead Sea of America, with
its magnificent bathing resort, the hot and warm springs, drives,
parks, canons and reserves are all located in or about the city.
Send z cents to F. A. Wadleigh, Salt Lake City, for copy of
pamphlet.
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COMMENCEMENT.
Probably the most successful, certainly the most enjoyable
commencemen t given by the Omaha Medical College was that of
last evening, when twenty-seven members of the class of '98 were
duly graduated . The commencement was the auspicious success
that it was because it was conducted along lines entirely different
from those heretofore followed. The occasion was not the stereotyped delivery of numerous addresses in a stuffy auditorium, but
was a banquet g iven to the graduates by the faculty and the alumni
of the college at the Omaha club.
The exercises were held in the banquet room of the club,
which was appropriately decorated. The colors of the college,
purple and yellow, were seen in the flowers, in the ribbons, on the
menu cards and in the ices. Ov er seventy banqueters were seated
about two long tables, while in the adjoining library an orchestra
discoursed music.
The graduation ex~rcises were brief. Harold Gifford, M. D .,
dean of the faculty, made t he introductory address. In the course
of his remarks he told the new doctors to endeavor to give their
sympathetic attention to the cases of their patie nts, to endeavor to
enter into full sympathy ,vith their condition, to avoid condemnation of being hardened and to omit the discussion of all extran eous
subjects in the sick room or operating room. The degrees were
conferred by J.E. Summers, Jr., M. D., president of the board of
trustees, after which the diplomas were passed to the grad uates.
In the presentation of prizes Harry B. Lemere received an operating case of surgical instruments for having obtained the highest
standing in the final examination. Honorary mention was given
to W. J. Pinkerton, Ernest A. vVeymeuller and Byron L. Pampel.
Th~ undergradu ate prize was a pocket case, g iven to Francis J.
Gish for the best anatomical work.
POS1' P RANDI AL .

After the discussion of a dinner of ten courses, Dr. Gifford, as
toastmaster, rapped for order and introduced H.B. Lowry, M. D.,
of Lincoln, who responded to the toast, ''The Doctor. '' He related many amusing incidents of the profession, hit off the judges,
the lawyers and the newspaper men in good fashion, and left for
Lincoln, without waiting to hear the r eplies.
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Harry B. Lemere, M. D., responded to the toast, "The Graduates of 1898.'' He said he was proud of the class because it was
the last of the classes that had taken the three-year course in the
college, and because its members had maintained a high average
throughout their period of instruction. He said that pride in one's
class was justifiable, coming immediately after love of alma mater
and love of country. Alluding to the latter he read a timely letter
from Governor Holcomb. It was in response to an offer on the
part of the graduates to enter the medical department of the army
and navy, if their services were needed in the impendin g war.
The Governor acknowledged the offer of volunteers, and warmly
congratulated the graduates on their patriotic spirit.
George H. Bicknell, M. D ., spoke on "Our Alumni-Present
and absent.'' He considered the alumni as children of the alma
mater and disciples of the faculty. He said the work of the graduates bad proved that the Omaha Medical College was a practical
institution, and called attention to the high rank some of its alumni
had taken. As the oldest graduate has seen but sixteen years of
experience, and more than half of the graduates had practiced less
than half that number of years, he thought the showing the alumni
were making was good.
Prof. F. M. Currie of Broken Bow, Neb., made a most felicitous reply to the toast, "Classic,'' which was termed "a book
which people praise and don't read." He declared that any study
that tended to make a man broad minded, to develop a man of culture and refinement was good for a doctor-was good for any man.
JUDGE KEYSOR'S ADDRESS.

The most eloquent response to any toast of the evening was
that of Judge W.W. Keysor on "Truth." He said that it had
been intimated that the toast had been given him because the bar
was supposed to be most familiar with truth, and he would reply
by suggesting that the physicians needed the truth about as much
as any class. The speaker emphasized the need of truth in the
professions and deprecated its lack among the people of today.
He urged the doctors, mingling so much with the public that their
power for good is great, to help upbuild a spirit of truth tor truth's
sake amongst all people. In conclusion he warmly congratulated
the faculty, the graduates and the college upon the auspicious
beginning of a new order of commencements.
- [Omaha Bee.

Cl itJica l Oepa rt 1ne i1t.
L. B. VAN CA>JP, '98, Editor.

DOUGLAS COUNTY HOS PITAL.

Dr. Milroy presented to the class an interesting case with the
following history. Mr. J. American, aged 43, painter by trade,
was admitted to the hospital March 15th, 1898, for treatment. The
only symptoms suggesting any abnormal condition were a partial
paralysis of the lower part of th e face on the right s ide and marked
dullness of the mind . The tongue protruded somewhat to the
right and there was motor-aphasia. Physical examination added
nothing except a few superficial scratches upon the face. He complained of no pain or discomfort. On March 16th, the day following his admission, be was seized with convulsions, involving the
m uscles of the entire face. These were repeated on the following
day, and on the 18th convulsions occurred involving the face and
both extremities on the right side. No convulsions were observed
after the 18th. From the date of admission of the patient, at times
there was partial loss of power in both extremities of the right side .
The pulse ranged from 50 to 65, temperature from 97 6-10 to 100
4- 10. No clear history could be secured as to the past healt h
of the patient or the immediate cause of his present trouble. Ou
one occasion , when his mental condition appeared somewhat improved, he stated that his trouble was caused while painting, by a
fall from a ladder.
An operation was advised and the patient was seen by Doctor
Summers, who made the diagnosis of either sub-dural or extra-dural
hemorrage, but as extra-dural hemorrage is accompanied by more
marked symptoms of compression and progress in the paralysis,
Dr. S. excluded extra-dural hemorrage and adiagnos isofsub-dural
hemorrage over the lower and posterior border of the fissure of
Rolando was made. On Saturday, April 9th, the patient was an aesthetised and Dr. S um mers fixed the position of the Rolandic
fissure after the method of Chiene and opened the skull with a r ;i
inch trephine, over the junction of the middle and lower thirds of
the fissure. On removal of the bone there was a marked bulging
of the dura. On incising the dura about two ounces of a brownish
fluid escaped. A clot was discovered d irectly under the trephine
opening, extending over the area of exposed brain a·s well as
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anteriorly and posteriorly. After removing the clot, it was obser ved that there was a thrombosis of a large vein running parallel
w ith the fissure. The brain also gave the appearance of commencing softening. The wound was irrigated with hot salt solution,
the dura closed in part, drainage established, and the scalp sutured:
a nd an antiseptic dressing applied. The patient was seen a few
days after operation. There was marked improvement in intellige nce and the power of speech was rapidly returning.
IMMANUEL HOSPI'l'AL.

Dr. Davis presented to the class one of the most interesting
cases of the term. The history is as follows: Patient, female,
foreigner, age 30 years. Had two children and two mis~arriages.
Last menstruation early in January. Entered hospital the r7tb,
complaining of nausea and vomiting, with pain in the right ingunial region. On the 19th, patient had an attack of very severe abdominal pain with great distress and coldness of extremities. Pulse
So, at one time 60, soft but not accelerated. Temperature in attack 97 4-5. A hypodermic of morphine was administered which
gave some relief. Not until after this attack did the doctor learn
that the patient had had two previous attacks, the first one a week
ago, and the second about five clays ago. Saturday, the 19th, the
temperature was 99 r-5, pulse normal, patient w::i.s too tender for a
satisfactory examination, all that could be found was a tender massin the vicinity of the right broad ligament. The following diagnoses were suggested, ectopic pregnancy, tearing of adhesions due
to an old inflammation, a leaking pus tube. The patient was anaestbitised and an examination revealed a mass in the vicinity of
the right broad l igament, boggy and semi-solid, which was so thoroughly suggestive of extra uterine pregnancy t hat an immediate laparotomy was performed. The instant the abdomina l cavity was
opened active hemorrage was seen to be going on, the abdomen
being filled with old and fresh blood clots. The hand was at once
carried down to the right fallopian tube, which was raised and
clamped , n ext the blood clots were cleared away when it was found
that a terrific hemorrage ,vas going on from below the place clamped.
More careful examination revealed that a ruptttre of the uterus had
taken place, running from the fallopian tube downward, and the
fingers inserted into the cavity found a mass of clecidual tissue and
could feel the strong jets of blood from the vessels. This made a
hysterectomy necessary. Clamps and ligatures were applied to
stop the hemorrage and the operation at once performed . The ·
n ormal salt solution was used by inter-vascular injection.
At the close of tbe operation the diagnosis was judged to be ·
either one of interstitial pregnancy or an angioma involving t h euterine wall and broad ligament.
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DISLOCATION BACKWARDS OF LEFT HIP·.
By M. B. CROLL, M. D. , Herman, Neb.

Mrs. S. J., aged 53 years, while hastening to catch the early
train at McCook, Neb., March 10, 1898, fell over a defective sidewalk, severely injuring her left hip. She picked herself up, hobbled to the depot and on to the train. She suffered severely throughout the day. At Omaha she was assisted to walk to a ca b, and
from the B. & M. to the St. Paul depot, where she was again
assisted to the train. When she arrived at lier destination
she was in such misery that she had to be carried out of the car,
and from the depot to the hotel.
·when I first saw her she was lying across the bed, with the
very picture. of misery on her countenance. She was too sore to
allow any manipulation of parts, so an anesthetic was suggested.
Before administering it her outer clothes were removed, and she
was given one-half grain morphine and one-half ounce whisky, in
water. vVhen she was under full anesthesia the following was
found: A shortening of about three-fourths of an inch, an undue
prominence and soreness of the hip, the left knee resting just above
the right knee, and the left foot resting on the ball of right toe;
but ' no crepitation. By exclusion of a sprain, and of a fracture of
neck of femur, a dislocation of left hip backwards, dorsal below the
tendon, was arrived at.
After taking her knee over my left elbow, flexion of thigh
upon abdomen, abduction, and rotation outwards, brought the
head of the femur into place with a snap heard by the others in the
room .
She rested fairly well all night, lifted herself over side of the
bed next morning, so she could urinate, and went home that evening. I had beard favorably from her; but saw her last week, at
her home, when she was able to walk without any limp.

THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
meets in Denver June 7 to IO, 1898, and the OMAHA MEDICAL
COLLEGE PULSE has perfected arrangements for a personally conducted excursion from Omaha to Denver and return.
This excursion will leave Omaha Monday, June 6th, via the
Union Pacific on the "Overland Limited," leaving at 8 :50 a. m . ,
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and on the "Colorado Special," leaving a t 11:55 p. m. These are
the fastest a nd finest eq Ltipped trains in the West, and consist of
PLtllman double drawing-room sleepers, free reclining chair cars,
dining cars ( meals a la carte).
Leaving Omaha Monday, Denver will be reached early the
next morning, t hereby giving those who make the trip nearly three
full days in which to see the many points of interest in the capitol
city of Colorado, aud to make excursion trips to the many summer
resorts in its vicinity, such as
COLORADO SPRINGS.

The ride from Dem·er to Colorado Springs is one of the most
charming in Colorado . W hile moving th rough a beautiful valley
wh ich gives eddence of fine cnlti\·ation, there are on either side
magnificent views of peculiarly majestic scenery.
MAN ITOU, COLORADO .

The environment of Manitou is really remarkable for its extent
and variety. The re is a surfei t of walks, rides and drives. The
ascent to the summit of Pike's Peak, Glen Eyrie, Queen's Cano1\,
Devil's Punchbowl, Cheyenne Canon and Seven Falls; petrified
trees , Monument P ark, with the Mammoth Anvil, Dutch Wedding,
Vulcan Workshop and Dunce' s Parliament; Rnxton's G len , Iron
Sprin g and Ute Pass-all t!J ese and more-and the celebrated
Glenwood Springs, where a day may be spent bath ing in the g reat
swimming pools of nattiral hot water.
This excurs ion is under the direct su pen·ision of experienced
managers, and to those who can spare a few days for recreation it
will give a splendid opportunity to view g rander scenery in the
Rocky Moun tains than is seen a nywhere else on the American continent.
For further information apply to Union Pacific city ticket
office, No. 1 302 Farnam s treet.

* THE

AMCEBA.

Out of the sight, of unaided e yes,
With d ifferent shapes a nd varying size,
Propelled by its pse udopodia,
Is the matchless little Amceba.
O ne -fi fth of the body is ectosarc.
O f protoplasm , not q uite so dark
As the granular endosarc. inside,
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Where the granules float on the slimy tide,
An oval nucleus may appear,
And frequently several are pla in and clear.
While the contractile vacuole,
I n the endosarc like a chan ging scroll,
Spreads a nd opens to close again ,
L ike summer flowers in a utumn r ain,
Such is the lowest type of life.
Small as the point of the smallest kn ife,
T ak ing in and digesting fo od,
W ith or gans d ensely obscure and crude;
In fac t it has no organs at all.
It moves, but can neit her swim nor crawl ;
It breathes and eats, and to my surprise,
At the e nd of life, the Amccba dies.

* The above poem we secured through the kindness of Prof.
Peterson, and we thought it worthy of space in THE PULSE. It
was written by Mr. E mmerso n , a student of tb e Freshman class in
b iology, and was banded in as an examination paper.

SENIOR ITEMS.
During the last ten days Dr. Bridges has entertained the senior
class in a series of dinners. You may be sure, with the genial doctor
as host we bad a right roya l good time dnring and after d inner.
We hardly knew bow good looking we were till Mr. H ey n got
after us.
First Sopb.-Wbat did you ge t on your paper?
Second Soph. -l'\·e got an awful headache.
Some of our freshies are already arranging to study under , and
groom the horses, of our illustrious knights of '98.
Last Tuesday evening, the 19th, Mr. and Mrs. Wright of the
County Hospital en tertained a large number of their friends from
the 0 . M. C. T o say that we bad a glorious evening with Mr . and Mrs.
Wright as host and hostess would be superfluous, and one more
item is added to our numerous pleasant recollections of the County .
·w hat's the matter with Dr. Gritzka? He's all right. In this con-
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nection the editor of this depa r tment. a t the request of his friends ,
s tates that he ma naged to ge t t hem all hom e without mishap.
Thanks to th e Omaha Brewing Association-several of the Senior
class were heard to remark: "Shay, old man-hic-iz h my tiehic-on st raight.
Dr. S ummers recently e ntertained the Senior class with an exhibition of the working of a n X -ray machine which he has recently
placed in his office. The machine is one of the best manufactured,
and as an a id to diagn osis is inYaluable.
lllE!IIOXI ES .

:'\ o w I take a moment's leisure,
T hinking over for my pleasure,
O f the class of '98 .
L ivvy's laugh.
P ampel's chaff,
And the times I 've had wit h Mac .
And of Gillie's s 'norous basses,
And how Mullin s puffs tobac.
You all know of Wright, '' T he ni gger;"
T hat Seymour S m ith cu ts no sma ll fi gure;
T hat we'd be s hort withou t Van 'c am p'Wylie's glasses,
Pi nkie's mashes,
Th en the high kicks ma de by Frank.
Mrs. Fitche' s smiles a nd cyclones.
J ust tell Jud ge Joyce what you drank.
F ulton tells you h ow to rub 'em;
M u rdock answe rs, " Sure I 'd turn 'em . "
There's a small book of two volumesK node knows.
Ross's pose ,
Shows he clai ms more hair than Betts.
Miss Neal smiles a nd lo, two d imples.
Dusting powders Peugh regrets.
Por te r 's smile and la ugh you know th em;
Campbell's whiskers! Would I had them.
But I know you all agree
Miss Clark 1s all there,
And a lso the pair,
Andy and Smith from the Iowa City ;
M iss Phillips' last- su re i t's the least.
T hus did my mem' ries run in silly d itty.
-H. B.

LE MERE.
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If a n y proof was wanting of the affection the J un iors and un der graduate classes bear to the departed Seniors it was supplied a t
the reception gi ven by them to the Senior class at Morand 's Hall,
Wednesday evening, the 20th. The farewell address was given by
J . R . Beattie with the eloquence of D emosthenes. The reply by
H . S. Gillespie, M. D., assured our entertainers of our appreciation
of their kindl y feeling, and bis humorous beg uests on behalf of the
Senior class put bis audience in the best of humor for the remainder
of the evening . Dr. McClanaban's address held his bearers spellbound and th e closing speech by Dr. Macrae, Jr., in his staunch
support of the proper kind of class spirit. touched every student.
The music was exceptionally good and Master Henry Johnson fairly won the hearts of all the ladies by his skill as a pianist and his
manly bearing. After refreshments the remainder of the evening
was spent in the merry whirl, to the music ofDimmick's orchestra.

JUNIOR NOTES.
James, Mercer, Beatty, Strader and Updegraff will remain in
the city this vacati on and attend clinics, etc.
Finney bas resigned his position at the Presb yter ian hospital
and has gone to Saratoga, \Vyo., we re he wi il take th e practice of
Dr. Abbott, an 0. YI. C. Alumnus, for the s umm er.
Dr. Abbott
will come east on ,·acation.
The school year has e nded, a nd it is with a feel in g of pride
tha t we take possession of those front seats that we ba,·e gazed
upon with longi11g and coveteous eyes for three lon g years. The
Sophomores a11d Freshme n share with the Juniors in that they also
baYe advanced a notch toward the coveted prize.
Every me mber of th e Senior class is now an M. D. In departing the y have left us many t hin gs, said to be n ecessary to a
Senior's existance-front seats, dignity , etc. They also leave us
the results of their specia l researches and disco,·eri es , of which we
will mention one of the more recent ones along the line of physical
diagnosis, viz., amorpbus breathing heard in the advanced stage
of pulmonary tubuculosis.
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Recently the Junior class was entertained at the home of their
classmate, R. V. Witter, in the city of Council Bluff,. The Juniors
not being favored by having upon their class roll any members of
the gentler sex, our friend bad invited a number of fair young
ladies to assist in entertaining us. The evening was spent in
amusements of varions kinds until the hour of r I bad struck when
lunch w as served. The party broke up at 12. To say th a t t h e
evening was a most e njoya ble one is putting it very mildly . The
class is deeply indebted to Mr. Witter, his parents and sister , a nd
to t he young lad ies. It is the un animous op inion of all the Jun iors
that no m ore charming and entertainin g y oung ladies can be fo und
an ywhere th a n i n t he city of Counci l Bluffs.

REFLEXES OF '00.
Ove rg ard capt ured t he p lum in t he "practical'' pa thology exa mination .
T o t he Seniors , now, M . D. 's, our parting pledge is that of
g ood will and high esteem .
The only anatomical specimen, monnted in competition for the
prize, was prepared by Gish . It is a creditable specimen, considered hy many, to be of more value tha n the prize itself.
In Hygiene: Doctor-"How much air, per pupil, should be
provided in the school room?" Sb.ocky (with a? as usnal)-"Fresh
air, Doctor?" Doctor-' 'They could fornish their own supply of
foul air, I suppose. "
Every man of the S0pl10more class came np for final examination in anatomy, and every man passed. A record to be proud of,
a nd one for which no little credit is due to the improved methods
i n the dissecting room t llis year.
G lancing over the othe r class columns , of the April number ,
we note that the Junior space g ives attention to the shortcomings
of abou t all t h e rest o f us . H aving all we can do, to do justice to
our o wn affairs , we a re grateful for t he assis tance so g ra t uitiously
afforde d.
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Farewell for the summer, classmates, all. Take a good rest,
see and do all the practical wo rk you can, make no impossible
promises to do great reading. \\Then th e time comes, and you fee l
like it, look np the matters that come to your mind, and thus cultivate a good habit and your own interest at the same time .
Report bas reached us that Miss Lena Klingerman, a member
of our class of last year, is about to be married, at Ewing, :N"eb.
Were we acquainted with the gentleman of her choice, t he class
would take pleasure in extending our sincere congratulations, as it
is, Miss K lingerman has the best wishes of her one-ti me classma tes.
Preston' s idea of glycosuria-"The sugar of the blood runs
over into the urine." This should bave "a fruity apple odor," if
Lindquest is to be relied upon. Authorities authenticated by
Preston prescribe the amount to be excreted under these circumstances to be ''seven ty gallons per day. '' Douglass advances the
prognosis as unfavorable in such cases, except for the fire department. D iagnosis by Rohlf-" A hot time, etc ., the nig h t before
that quiz. "

FRESHMAN FLASHES.
But this is no time for other than a feeling of brotherly love,
and in that spirit we calmly submit '·the othe r cheek, ' ' and bid
our brother, "go in p eace."
\Ve rather wanted to rese nt that little speel of th e sophomore
sc ribe regardi ng the fight of last fall, and its res ult, wh ich in no
way effected t he second year men, a n d he nce was out of his line of
lite rature .
'Tis said to be official : Osteology, one hundred; physiology,
one h undred ; h istology, ninety-eight; ma teria medica, ninety-six;
e mbryology , ninety-five, and chemistry a complete su ccess. Who
would be worth y of such a record? We might miss w -o-u-l-d we
attempt to tell.
They who missed th e banquet lost th e best ha lf of the last
week of !-,Choo!. From a freshman standpoint the occasion was a
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grand snccess, the only possible objection being that so many of
the boys preferred home to a "high time," in the true sense of
that expresiiion, as used by the freshmen.
One of onr classmates, M. A. Tinley, of Conncil Blnffs, lately
received the appointment of 2nd Lientenant, Company L, Iowa
State Guards, and left Tuesday with the Company for Des Moines.
We are proud of the fact that Lieutenant Tinley is a member of
onr class, and we know that he will serve his conn try with honor.
The majority of the class gq to their homes with a feeling of
satisfaction, and the assurance of good class records and high grades
on examination. The minor element, who stand in fear of being
"failed" have no one to blame but ourselves. The course has been
thorough, the faculty perfectly fair, and the time was onrs. Did
we improve it?

ADIEU.
"Fare thee well! And if forever,
Then, forever, fare thee well!"
Tho' as freshman we may never,
Hear the sounding of the bell,
Yet the withered autumn flowers,
And the opened college doors,
Join with long and weary hours,
Welcoming the sophomores.
"We shall sleep, but not forever,
There will be a glorious dawn!"
In the mild October weather,
When the class go marching on,
Through the winding way to knowledge,
In the autumn atmosphere,
Through the hall ways of the college,
Where each object seems so dear,
"God be with you!" cherished freshmen,
Guide you, "Till we meet again!"
O, the sweet reverberation,
Of the voices' unison,
When the classes met together
As they sang the parting knell;
"Fare thee well, and if forever,
Then, forever, fare thee well!"
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THE IMPROVED "YALE'' SURGICAL CHAIR.
o

I

.-.HICHEST AWARD WORLD'S FAIR,OCT. 4TH, 1893.
1st. Raised by foot and lowered by automatic device.-Fig. r.
2d, Raising and lowering without revolving the upper part

of the chair.-Fig VII.
3d. Obtaining height of 39~ lnches.-Fig. VII.
4th. As strong in the highest, as when in the lowest position.
-F ig. VII.
5th, Raised, lowered, tilted or rotated without disturbing patient,
fith, Heavy steel springs to balance the chair.
'lth. Arm Rests not dependent on the back for tmpport.-Fig,
VII-always r eady for use; pushed back when usinir sti rrups-Fig. XVII-may be placed at and away from sic!c,
of cha.ir, forming a side table for Sim's position-Fig-.
XIII.
8th, Quickest and easiest operated and most substantially se.
cured in positions.

'Fig. Y.-Semi-Recllni"lf,

, 9th, The leg and foot rests folded out of the operator's way
at any time-Figs. XI, XV and XVII.
10th. Head Rest universal in adjustment, with a range of
from 14 inches above seat to 12 inches above back of
chair, furn ishin;La perfect support in Dorsal or Sim'•
position.-Figs. xIU and XV.
lltll. Affording un1 imited modifications of position&,
1
12th. Stability and firmness while being raised and rotated.
13th, Only successful Dorsal position wltllout mcrvU!gpatient. ,
14tlt. Broad turntable upon which to rotate the chair, which
cannot be bent or twisted,
lStll. Stai,ds upon its own merits and not upon the rep•t&•
tion of others.

Pronounced the ne

plus ultra

Fi!f, XVII-Dorsal Posfiipn.

by the Surgeon, Gynmcologist, Oculist and AutisL
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TRUSSES,

We make a specialty of
fitting
hard

trusses,
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long

especially
standing

cas es .

Elastic Stockings made to
order.
Invalid Chairs, Crutches, Batteries, Abdominal Supports,
~ubber Goods, of all kinds.
WRITE

FOR CATALOGUE.

0maha Surgical Supply eo .•
310 South 15th Street, OMAHA.
Between F a r nam and Harn e y.
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PARTURITION.
DIOVIBURNIA (Dios) given in teaspoonful doses
every hour or two after parturition is ABSOLUTELY
THE BEST AGENT to prevent after pains and
hemorrhage. By its direct tonic action on the uterus
it expels b Io o d c I ots, closes the uterine sinuses,
causes the womb to contract, and PREVENTS SUBINVOLUTION. In severe cases it can be combined
with one ounce of fluid extract ergot, with three
ounces of DIOVI BU RN IA CDios ). It is the experience of eminent practitioners in all · cases where
ergot is indicated, that its action is rendered much
more efficacious by combining it with DIOVIBURNIA as above. Satisfactory results cannot be obtained if SUBSTITUTION is permitted.

DIOS CHEMICAL CO._.
ST. LOUIS.

Stephens &Smith,
Sole Agents
for

~
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Mail Orders Filled
Promptly.
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The Ball-Bearing Densmore.
BEST SHIFT KEY 1!lac!,ine in the world

"We have no Subsidized Users."

and you can see where you are at without
raisi11g the carriage.
LICHT KEY TOUCH of

the

1/lodern

DENSMORE /,as given it the well deserved
na11z.e of t!te • Light li!u.nning Densmore."
1

PERFECT ribbon feed using entire surface
of ribbon.
IF YOU LIKE a shift key machine and
have not seen the DENSJl10RE, we will send
you one to exa1lline.
ft is USED by United and A ssoci ated Press

Adopted Ofllcially by

'l.' IJE TRANS·MI SSISSI PPI
AND INTERNATIONAL E XPO SITION.

Telegraph Opera tors in Omaha, Lincoln and
Coun cil Bluffs , and also by over sixty of the most proficient oper ators in the Western Union
an d Postal offices in this section of the country.

You will use if if you try it.

UNITED TYPEWRITER AND SUPPLIES CO.,
W. G. SK'.EEL. Manage r.

1612 Farnam Street, OMAHA, NEBRASKA .

(Su ccesso rs to Douglas Printi~g Co)

Have Removed to

c~l*'s

---~-- :
.

·:~----:
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1308-1310 HARNEY ST.

'

Where with greatly en l arged facilitiest we are

prepared to do all kinds of Book and Job Pr inting .

'

'
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fin~ Station~ry

We are fully Prepared to produce that
grade of elegal)t cards, letterl)eads , etc. ,

In writing to advertisers mention THE PULSE.

1898 STEARNS
BICYCLES

$50.00

Self-oiling crank hanger bearings, internal handle bars and seM post fastenings. any size
sprockets, full flush joints, a wide range of options, every wheel built to order, the only wheel
with up-to-date points of construction that can be bought at this price.

1897 Gendrons, $35.00

1898 Gendrons, $50.00
A Carload of B u s iness W h eels

are no w o n S ale,

S25.CC

Last year we sold 250 of these splendid wheels, and they giwe such universal satisfaction
that we have no he,itancy In recommending them as the best wheel sold In this country for
the money.
We have a few second-hand wheels for sale-we sell them cheap.

WHEELS . FOR RENT.
We a re Agents for the Domestic and Eldridge S ewing Machines.

N60rasKa GUGl6 GO.,
GEORGE E. MICKEL, Mgr.
N. A.

PETERSON.

S.

H.

SMITH,

15th and Harney Streets.

Mgr.

The 10th Street Drug Store,
N. E. Cor . 10th ~nd Pacific Sts .
Omaha.

Drugs, Medicines, Chemicals,
Fine Toilet Soaps , Brushes,
Combs , Etc.
Perfumery and Fancy Toilet Art icles.

Higb-Class Photography,
313,3 1 5 and 3 1 7 S o. 1 5 th Str eet , O M AHA.

Physicians' Prescriptions Accurately Compounded .
. . . . Visit ou r Soda Fou ntain ....

& Co.
PhysiGians' a~ci ltosrital SLJrrlies
TRuAx, GREENE

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
STRICTLY PURE DRUGS .
Our COLLEGE AGENT, MR. GEO. L. STRADER, will gladly make
prices to graduating students.

75-77 Wabash Avenue,

CHICAGO.

In writing to advertisers mention THE PULSE.

GENTIAN I NE
-FOR-

Gata((h of the Nose and Th(oat
- AND-

f\ uBnBraI ToniG to thfl MuGus surlaGBS.
A particular and Scientific method of blending
GENTIAN IN ( the resinoid or bitter principal of
Gentian Lutea) Potassium Iodide and Carminatives.

INVALUABLE
in all Cases of General

Debility requiring alternative tonics, also
Nervous Prostration and consequential

Despondency,
Insomnia.
Each fluid drahm contains one grain of Potassium
Iodide. Dose-One teasp0onful three times a day.

THE MERCER CHEMICAL Co.,
GENERAL
1112

HO\NAAD

AGENTS,

STREET.

OMAHA, NEB.

mebicaI <3~+ +

F o:r tof)ysicia:Qs ~ Stuole:Qts
at Special .10iscotlt)ts.

W

DESIRE to announce the purchase of the
entire stock of books and publications formerly handled by The W. T. Keener Co.
This stock has been replenished, and we now
have the largest and best assortment of standard and
current medical and surgical works in the West.
Correspondence solicited.
Catalogue Free upon application.

Chicago Medical 8001( Co.,
35-37 R_andolph Street, Cl-flCflGO.
(Please mention this Journal.)

OMAHA MEDICAL COLLEGE.
MEDI CAL DEP ARTMENT
UNIVER SITY OF OMAHA.

Four years grad ed course comprisin g all branches of medicine and
surgery. Crede ntial s issued to students by other medical schools in good
standing p e rm it of ad q:iission to advan ced work. Graduates of universities
and other colleges of equal require me nts are cred ited with one year's work.
Entrance Ex amin a tion required of those n ot p ossessing literary credentials ind ica tin g a good English edu cation.
Clinical Instruction in the Out- door Dispensary, the Douglas County, Omaha,
Clarkson, Immanuel, and Presby terian Hospitals.
DEPARTMENT OF INTERNAL MEDICINE : Wellington S. Gibbs , M. D., Willson 0. Bridge&, M. D.,
H. M. McClana.han. M. D., Wi lli am F. Mi l roy , M. D.
·
DEP A RTMENT OF SURGERY: Joh n E . Summers·, J r . , M . D., August F. Jonas, M. D., Cbas. C. A llison ,

M. D., B. B . D a vis , M. D., Donald M acrae, M. D:
DEPARTMENT O F MATERIA M E DICA AND THERAPEUTICS:

William

H. Ch ristie, M . D., Henry B.

Wi ls o n , M . D.

DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS : Edward W. Chase, M. D.
DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY: Donald Macrae, J r., 111. D., A.
D EPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLO G Y:
D EPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY :

Ver n o n L. T rey no r,
A. C. Stokes , M. s.

DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL JURISPR UDENC£: Judge Wm.
D EPARTMENT OF GYNECOLO G Y:

vV. Edmiston, M . D ., W.

L , Curtis, M. D.

M. D.

E w ing Brown, M . D.

w. K eysor .

DEPARTMENT OF DISEASES OF THE EYE AN D EAR: Jacob C. Denise, M. D., Harold Giffo r d, M. D.
D EPARTMENT OF L A RYNCOLO G Y AND R H INOLOGY :

F.

s. Owen, M. D.

DEPARTMENT OF DERMATOLOGY: o. s. Hoffman, M. D.
DEPARTMENT OF NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISEASES:
Moore, M. D .

Ham ilton B. Lowry, M. D. , Richard C.

D EPARTMENT OF PATHOLO G Y , H ISTOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY:

Wm. R. Lavender, M . D.

F or parti culars and fu rther info rmation apply to
W I,L LSON 0. BRID GES, S ecretary,
1 6 2 3 DOUGLAS STREET, OMAHA, NEB.

The Immanuel Hospital
34th STREET AND MEREDITH AVE.
Thi s Hospita l is situated upon an e levated location, on e
bl o c k from moto r cars , but s uffic ie ntly remote to secure
qui e tness and the purest a ir.
Tho rou ghly equipped w ith

, t he latest appliances for the scient ific t reatment of
both medical and s urgical cases. The nurs ing is in
MANAGEMEN T:
Re v . E. A. Fog el s trom , M a nage r .

Si s ter Botilda S ven son , Mat ro n.

cha r ge o f a Siste rhoo d of Protes ta nt Deaconesses who a re
in love w ith th e ir w ork and thorou ghl y trained for it.

Charges, $5. 00 to $ 15. 00 per week prepaid.

presbyterian
Hospital
Locatecl at 26th ancl Mar cy Sts., OM.AH.A.

T his H ospit al is
equipped wit h all modern improvements for

ASEPTIC
SURGICAL WORK

~ - - - - - - - - - and t h e care of Medical Cases.
The Resident Phy sician and Trained Nurses
are con st antly on duty, and the medical and surgical staff
are in daily attendance.
·
For Particulars write care of THE PRESIDENT of its Hospital Staff'.
In writing to advertisers mention THE P ULSE.

•
!\t Bellevue College wi ll be very va luable to you . You will
find a complete equipment for study in al l courses-Classica l. Scientific . Normal. Business and Music.

'l'HE LIBRARY.

Special advantages for the study of l''\usic and /\rt.
t\n exper ienced . cultured, Christian faculty.
Exceedingly attractive dormitories with all modern conveniences.
I\ most h ea lthy moral influence.
Very attractive surroundings .
/\n enthusiastic body of students.
Write for catalog ue and further information to

President David R. Kerr, D. D. ,
BELLEVUE. NEBRASKA .
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patients of either sex, both in private
rooms and wards.
Endowments allow of a limited
number of curable cases of the Surgical 1Jiseases of TVomen and Children being admitted free of charge;
also there are free beds for the treatment of Cancer.
There is a ward
devoted exclusively to the Treatment
of Children.

This I--Iospital has every modern equipment
for successful work, and has also a
Trainif)g School for Nurses
connected with it.
Physicians needing th e servz"ces o.f Skilled
Nurses should communicate by letter, telephone
or telegraph with the Head Nurse.
For information regarding the Training·
School for Nurses address the Head Nurse.
Patients applying jor Free Treatment must produce
satisfactory evidence of their inability to pay.

For Further Information apply at the H ospital, or to

DR. J. E. SUMMERS. JR., ·
ROOM 315 MCCAGUE BLOCK.

SURGE~ON..:;N[CHARGE.

In writing to advertisers mention thi s journal.

KODAKS

Send for
Free
Catalogue . .

With the improved Cameras, photography has been so simplified
that a CHILD can operate them . Those who do not possess a
Camera cannot know the enjoyment there is in taking one's own
pictures. We are Western Agents for all HAND CAMERAS.
Can furnish anything. FIFTY STYLES.

Th6 ROD6rt D6IDDSt6r 60..
EXCLUSIVE

DEALERS IN ALL

Pf)otogr-a pl)ic
Goools ................-...
1215

Farnam Street,

A. C. STOKES, M. S.,

------OM AH A.

Electric Lighted

ANALYTICAL CHEMIST,

Prof. Chemistry &Toxicology Omaha Medical College

Stearn Heated

1107a Pacific Street, OMAHA,

Urine, Stomach Contents and Blood, Etc., Examined. Differential Diagnosis between
Cancer and Ulcer. Assaying.

A. B. HUBERMAN,
Oldest Jewelry House in Omaha,
13th and Douglas Streets.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED,

OMAHA TRUNK
FACTORY

'PHONE

1058

Repairing Promptly Done
l\ULLARD HOTEL BLOCK,
1112 Douglas Street, ·

Solid Vestibuled
Train for Chicago
and the East .•....
leaves the Union
Depot, daily, at ..

5.~

p.rl).

via the

Chicago, Milwau~ee
&St. Paul Railwa~
Unsurpassed Service.
Meals served ''ala carte.''

City Ticket Office, 1504 Farnam Street.
F. A. NASH, Gen'! Western Agent,
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You Oan't Afford
to wear poorly fitting or
inferior made garments
when such prices as
NICOLL offers are within
your reach.
Think of the advantage of having·
your garments cut and made to your
order!
There was a time when the price was .
the obstructing barrier between readymade and made-to-order garments.
If you can't afford a $40 suit, we have them at $30; if $30 is too
much, we have them at $25, $20-yes, even $I 5, and the assortment at that price isn't stingy or mean.
We want you to know that we cater to the careful and economi·cal dressers.
Trousers $4 to $12.
Suits $15 to $50.

l

:209 and 211
So. 15th St.

/JJ/ f" . II II ~ ~ (l . • II .
e/~ -..,"""~" Vii~ ~ ~

Karback
Block.

FURNITURG
The most complete Stock of

Furniture

®
AND

Draperies

in the City. Lowest prices guaranteed.
A full line of Office Goods, Chairs,
Desks, Stools, Etc.

DEWEY & STONE
FURNITURE CO.
111,-1117

Farnam Street
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NON-DESCRIPTIVE.
The practitioner frequently comes ·in contact with women
whose ailment is non-descriptive; they are depressed, have
forebodings, and feel that their entire system is out of order,
nerves completely unstrung, pains, aches and a general feeling
of lassitude and debility. The physician being unable to perceive any positive symptoms indicating other than a normal
condition, although he recognizes something must be done to
satisfy his patient, until he is able to locate the cause. In such
non.:.descriptive cases DIOVIBURNIA combined with NEUROSINE will usually, after a week or ten days, give entire relief.

B

Neurosine
Dioviburnia.

-

ii oz
iv oz

M. Sig. Tablespoonful in wineglass of water every three hours .
There can be NO DETRIMENTAL AFTER - EFFECTS, as
neither of these products contain any opium or other deleterious
drugs. Satisfactory results can not be obtained if substitution
is permitted.

D1os CHEMICAL Co.,
ST. LOUIS.

This is the latest

" Runanout."
One out of nearly 200
styles of Vehicles we show

Drummond
Carriage
Company
Thi s is the P AT ENT BAL L COUPLING we use for quick change from
shafts to pole. No Bolts. Perfe ct safety.
No rattling.
We furnis h th ese for $2.50 for pole
and shafts. Ruggy size.
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FLUID EXTRACTS,
SOLi D EXTRACTS,
TINCTURES,
ELIXIRS, SYRUPS, WINES,

PI L LS I SUGAR AND GELATIN COATED,
COMPRESSED TABLETS
HYPODERMIC TABLETS,

Laboratory and Offlee, 1112 Howard St.
MERCER B1JILDING.

SCIENTIFIC MEDICINAL
NOVELTIES.

A RAILROAD SURGEON REPORTS.
GEO. A. NASH, M. D.
I
OFFICE OF

0 , Q. W . A , A ,

8UAQ•ON

K , 0 , 8T , ,I, & O o •• " • lh
0 , 4 8T , L , R, Fl.

Maryville, Mo., Feb. 27, 1895.
THE MERCER CHEMICAL CO.,
Omaha, Neb.
DEAR SIRS: Your Pill Anoomic ( Pink) truly bears the right
name. I have used them for a long time in my practice, and
they always give better success than any other preparation I
have ever tried. In fact, they fill a long-felt want, and I unhesitatingly recommend them to the profession.
Yours truly ,
GEO. A. NA~
The foregoing expresses the general sentiment of many
tltioners in reference to Pill Anremic (Pink).

Indicated in anoomia, chlorosis, hysteria, sciatica, neuraig1a,
locomotor ataxia, leucorrhcea, and general female weaknesses
and nervous disorders.
FORMULA.

Ferrous Carb ..... .. .......................................... . .. 2 grs.
Hremoglobln ................................................... 1-2 gr.
Zinc Phosphide .............. - ........................... 1-30 gr.
Arsenous Acid ........... . ................................. 1-50 gr.
Strychnine Nitrate ...................................... 1-100 gr.
Aloin ........................................................... 1-16 gr.

Dose: One pill after each meal.
One hundred Pill Anoomic ( Pink) mailed to any address on
receipt of $1.00. Send postal note, draft, or express moneyorder.

THE MERCER CHEMICAL Co.,
PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTSJ
C>:LV.l:..A.~..A., N'E:13,

-

WE ARE PLEASED TO SHOW OUR LABORATORY AND METHODS TO PERSONS INTERESTED IN MEDICINE

ft RE YOU going to attend the American
.£\ Medical Association Meetin g at Denver ? If you are you will miss it if
you do not take a Camera or Kodak with you.
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